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ISIDA OLIVE
We love the details that turn a simple bedroom into a luxurious
construction. Isis represents exactly that.
With a detachable cloth on the head, its imposing design was
extended to the bedside design by lining the handle with a cloth.
You can enjoy your favorite book by choosing the led lighting that
leads to the headlight with the ability to sensitize the light intensity
offered to you in the optional equipment.
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ISIDA OLIVE
bedside table
Bed
Coated with fabric-velvet fabric Fujii, Special Quilting Technique, Removable fabric. The internal structure is made from solid
frame of particleboard and mdf. Wooden covering in the perimeter of the headboard with natural olive veneer.
Downside of the bed - Traverses
Cushioned mdf with natural veneer. Special technique of crosspieces junction and of the downside of the bed with internal
frame made by solid iron.
Frames – Mattress holders
JOIN has two types of frames:
Join Metal Frame: Have (8) rows of orthopaedic board width 163mm. and 8mm thick. with a covered surface of 74% of the
free surface of the frame, made of Spanish eucalyptus wood with a surface cover of a beech tree film, is ideal for mattresses
of springs of special layout and quality. Coated with a special non-slip fabric, this allows the mattress to «breathe»
Join Metal Frame Plus: Have rigid eucalyptus wood boards coated with a natural cork sheet, 185mm wide (to protect the
fabric and not slip over the mattress), with a gap of 15mm for the ventilation and 89% of the free surface of the panel. The
product has a patent: Patent No1008041 and Design: Certif. Design No: 6003514.
The anatomical heald frame stave in the default dimension is 1.61m x 1.95m and the layer 1.60m x 2.00m.
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ISIDA OLIVE
bedside table

ISIDA OLIVE

chest of drawers with mirror
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
The internal structure is made from solid frame of particleboard and mdf.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
The internal structure is made from solid frame of particleboard and mdf.

Wood surfaces:
Coated mdf with natural olive veneer. The legs are made of solid wood. The knob is
lined with fabric, the same as the headboard.

Wooden surfaces:

Mechanisms:

Coated mdf with natural olive veneer. The legs are made of solid wood.

Hettich Quadro 23 SFG, with cargo possibility up to 25 kg, certified with ENISO

The knob is lined with fabric, the same as the headboard.

9001, guarantee for 80.000 open/close cycles. Metallic solid iron painted with
electrostatic paint at the knob.

Mechanisms:
Hettich Quadro 23 SFG, with cargo possibility up to 25 kg, certified with ENISO
9001, guarantee for 80.000 open/close cycles. Metallic solid iron painted with
electrostatic paint at the knob
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Mirror:
Made with solid ash-tree wood.
Mechanisms:
Hettich Quadro 23
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The led type lighting units used at the
optional equipment are produced by
the German company Halemeier.
The furniture mechanisms are produced
by the German company Hettich.
The varnishes applied are Milesi wood
coating, environmentally friendly, with
ISO14001 certification.
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